SIDEWALK AND CURBING

I. SIDEWALK AND CURBING NOTES

I.1. Concrete curb, gutter, sidewalk and driveway shall be removed to neatly sawed edges with saw cuts to a minimum depth of 1-1/2 inches.

I.2. Concrete sidewalks or driveways to be removed shall be neatly sawed in straight lines parallel to the curb or at right angles to the alignment of the sidewalk. No section to be replaced shall be smaller than 30 inches in either length or width.

I.3. If the saw cut in sidewalk or driveway would fall within 30 inches of a construction joint, expansion joint, or edge, the concrete shall be removed to the joint or edge except that where the saw cut would fall within 12 inches of a score mark, the saw cut shall be made in and along the score mark.

I.4. Curb and gutter shall be sawed to a depth of 1-1/2 inches on a neat line at right angles to the curb face.

I.5. REPLACEMENT

Sidewalks shall be replaced to the same pattern of construction joints, expansion joints, scores, etc. as existed in the sidewalk prior to removal.
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